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s the summer season kicks off with its increase in vacation travel and event
gatherings, those charged with ensuring the nation’s collective security in
the face of an increased risk of mass casualty events must take their skills to
the next level in meeting the elevated threat risk. As such, the men and women that
make up the country’s civil support teams, National Guard elements, homeland
security forces, state and local first response units, and others are tasked with
increasing their vigilance to potential dangers.
We begin the third quarter 2015 issue of Security & Border Protection and
CST & CBRNE Source Book by delving into the complex world of chem-bio attack
response, explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), and the use of unmanned systems
in the isolation of potential hazardous material (HazMat) incidents. From Army
CBRN School, Fort Leonard Wood, readers are presented an exclusive interview
with BG Maria Gervais, Commandant, regarding her initiatives and mission focus
to prepare CBRN-trained professionals in her dual role as school administrator,
and head of the Army’s Chemical Corps.
Armed with targeted training provided by the CBRN School, units such as
the 21st Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team (WMD-CST), New
Jersey Army National Guard are responsible for overseeing and managing threat
response for a sizeable contingent of the Mid-Atlantic region. Lessons learned from
Hurricane Sandy, including enhanced tactical communications and materials
sampling, are allowing for more effective use of onsite evidence gathering in
establishing present substances and conducting contamination testing.
The importance of EOD in the process of full site decontamination can never
be overstated. As such, we spoke with the 753rd EOD Group, West Virginia Army
National Guard (WVARNG) regarding their methods in safely identifying and
neutralizing hot zone hazards. The 21st WMD-CST of New Jersey also weighed in
on their onsite evidence gathering efforts.
As state and local bomb squads know, IEDs have moved beyond the battlefields
of the Middle East to the city streets of our nation. Just ask the Massachusetts State
Police (MSP) Hazardous Devices Unit, which responded to the Boston Marathon
Bombings and is the subject of our lead article. There’s no substitute for police
work, of course, but tactical robots increase the stand-off distance between blue
line law enforcement and home-made explosives.
Other threats to public safety and homeland security take different forms.
That’s why we’ve asked Colonel Russell Coleman, Joint Project Manager-Medical
Countermeasure Systems, Aberdeen, MD, about the global fight against Ebola.
From Australia to the Americas, another type of hazard— – wildfires— – threatens
entire communities and is becoming more prevalent and consequential. UAVs could
help firefighters while increasing the stand-off distance for responders. Finally, we
sound off on pipeline security and ask whether physical and cyberattacks could
interrupt the flow of petroleum.
As always, please feel free to send us your questions and comments!
Sincerely,

Proud Members
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Police Training Robotics

TO DEFUSE

A THREAT
State and local bomb squads master tools,
technologies, and techniques for counter-IED
operations to address CBRNE and HazMat threats.
By Steve Melito, TDM Correspondent

T

he FBI’s Hazardous Devices School (HDS) at Redstone
Arsenal in Huntsville, AL, is America’s national academy
for bomb technicians. Funded and managed by the FBI’s
counter-improvised explosive device (IED) section, HDS is the
only facility in the country that trains and certifies members of
federal, state, and local bomb squads.
Each year, law enforcement officers from around the
country learn about the latest tools, technologies, and
techniques for identifying and neutralizing hazardous devices
such as pipe bombs, package bombs, unexploded ordnance, and
homemade explosives that may include hazardous materials
(HazMat) such as toxic industrial chemicals.
Founded in 1971, HDS has instructed over 20,000 state
and local responders while continuously evolving to meet
new and emerging threats. In addition to explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD), the HDS curriculum includes coursework such
as identification and response strategies for suicide bombers,
public safety responses to explosive devices with chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) components,
and the use of robots, or unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs).
Students receive both classroom and practical instruction, and
acceptance to the initial six-week training program comes only
after rigorous background checks, personality assessments, and
a security clearance.
Counter-IED training doesn’t end there, however. State
and local bomb technicians who earn an HDS certification
continue to advance their education. Every three years,
graduates return to Huntsville for a week-long re-certification
course. There are also periodic training opportunities across
the country. Massachusetts State Police (MSP) Trooper Jeremy
Cotton, a bomb technician and 2005 graduate of the program,
told CST & CBRNE Source Book that, “There’s a whole level
of training after your six weeks” at HDS about “how to be a
bomb technician and not get hurt.” In the aftermath of the
Boston Marathon Bombings, Cotton’s training and the MSP’s
preparedness paid off.

Under Pressure

The Boston Marathon Bombings of 15 April 2013 and the
subsequent manhunt for Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
challenged law enforcement agencies such as the MSP in many
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different ways. What began as a mass-casualty incident and
effort to secure the blast area became a post-blast investigation,
search for live devices, and confrontation with active shooters.
For Trooper Cotton, a member of the FBI-coordinated postblast team, the homemade pressure-booker bombs that the
Tsarnaev brothers detonated involved identifying evidence for
use in a high-profile federal criminal investigation.
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’s recent conviction and sentencing
provide an important reminder of the value of such postblast work. The scope of the bombings—three killed and 264
injured—was historic, but the Boston Marathon Bombings are
hardly the only incidents that the MSP’s Hazardous Devices
Unit has investigated. Many large cities and states have bomb
technicians, but Massachusetts maintains what Cotton called
“one of the busiest bomb squads in the country.” Although
a majority of the state’s population lives in the Boston area,
members of his full-time unit respond to as many as 1,500 calls
per year across the state’s 364 cities and towns. Bomb techs are
dispersed geographically, but work in teams and arrive on the
scene within the hour.
Cotton explained that it’s not just the number of calls
or the need to respond rapidly that’s a challenge. Rather, it’s
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Police Training Robotics
This iRobot PackBot is equipped with an ICX Fido explosives detection kit. (iRobot)

the “diversity of categories,” with incidents ranging from
unexploded ordnance washing up on a Martha’s Vineyard
beach to the discovery of “clandestine large explosives labs”
and pipe bombs. For local law enforcement officers who rarely
encounter IEDs or respond to bomb-related incidents, the
expertise provided by the MSP Hazardous Devices Unit is
critical. At the same time, these bomb squad members benefit
from the continuing education that the FBI provides regarding
tools, technologies, and techniques.

International Threats and Homemade Explosives

Many first responders associate IEDs with the battlefields
of Iraq and Afghanistan, but state and local bomb squads
train for threats much closer to home. Explosive devices
that contain WMD components such as chemical agents and
radioactive materials present a serious threat, and are part of
the reason why “e” is part of “CBRNE”. As Cotton told CST &
CBRNE Source Book, state and local bomb squads also receive
instruction about classes of pyrotechnic materials, ordnance
firing systems, and the threat of vehicle-borne IEDs (VBIEDs).
Ultimately, homemade IEDs of any type are of significant
concern to law enforcement.
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Cotton praises the work of the FBI and the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATFE) at
registering and tagging commercial-grade explosives. With
a basic knowledge of chemistry and the easy availability of
the Internet, however, criminals and terrorists can use other
commercially available materials such as toxic industrial
chemicals to build explosive devices that can harm persons and
render property unusable. In the case of the Boston Marathon
Bombings, for example, the Tsarnaev brothers studied “How
to Build a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your Mom,” an article from
Inspire, al Qaeda’s English-language magazine.
Some homemade devices may seem unsophisticated, but
their design and construction can test bomb technicians in
different ways. As Cotton explains, commercial-grade fireworks
are “a big problem with bomb techs” because it’s easy to
minimize the risks with something associated with the Fourth
of July. Mechanical and scientific aptitude, problem solving
skills, teamwork, and the ability to handle intensely stressful
situations, however, won’t help a bomb squad that fails to
follow proper protocols. There’s no substitute for vigilance and
expertise, but technologies such as robots have strengthened
counter-IED and EOD efforts.
“Robots are a huge part” of the law enforcement
response, Cotton says. By increasing the standoff distance
between potential VBIEDs and police personnel, robots
help to reduce risk. UGVs can also report data and deliver
predictive intelligence from low-light or potentially hazardous
environments, even in confined spaces where human
responders could become claustrophobic. Cameras, two-way
audio, and integrated tools and sensors also support police
surveillance. Each tactical robot can support disruptors with
secure firing circuits, or can deliver charges to neutralize the
risk.
During the response to the Boston Marathon Bombing, two
robot manufacturers with Massachusetts connections supplied
critical technologies to law enforcement. Today, iRobot and
QinetiQ continue to innovate while the IED threat continues.
Memorial Day 2015 provided one such reminder, when Capital
Police discovered a pressure cooker inside a parked vehicle near
the National Mall, and a hazardous devices unit was dispatched
to neutralize the suspicious item.

iRobot

iRobot Corporation is a leading manufacturer of tactical
robots for police bomb squads. (Before Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was
apprehended in Watertown, MA, one of the company’s UGVs
was used to inspect a car that had been driven by the younger
Tsarnaev.) Founded in 1990 and headquartered in Beford, MA,
iRobot now works with the website PoliceGrantsHelp.com to
help state and local law enforcement agencies develop successful
grant applications for its suite of products.
iRobot’s smallest UGV is the 110 FirstLook, a five-pound
throwable device that provides immediate situational awareness
and performs persistent observation. With its rugged design
and compact footprint, the 110 FirstLook is well-suited for
confined spaces where a bomb may be hidden. Another iRobot
product, the 310 SUGV, is also designed for mobile applications.
Equipped with wide-angle color, infrared, and zoom cameras,
this tactical robot is battery-powered and can stay on-task for
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High-definition cameras on a pair of TALON robots inspect a suspicious box left next to a fence
in a secure area. (QinetiQ)

up to four hours. The machine’s manipulator has a 24-inch
extension and can lift up to 15 pounds from close in.
The 510 PackBot from iRobot is a multi-mission device that
can reach speeds of 5.8 mph and overcome stairs, obstacles, and
debris. This robot’s best-known use was during the manhunt
for Dzhokar Tsarnaev in Watertown, but the UGV can be
equipped with modular CBRNE sensors to meet a mission’s
needs. Sensors are supplied individually, and include products
from companies such as Smith’s Detection, RAE Systems, FLIR,
Canberra, Draeger, and Thermo Scientific.
Like the PackBot, iRobot’s 710 Kobra also supports counterVBIED operations. Deployable from the back of a police SUV,
the Kobra can reach speeds of 8 mph while carrying 150-pound
payloads. Using integrated third-party tools, the robot can also
open vehicle doors, break windows, cut through seat-belts,
and shine a light inside darkened vehicles. Multiple camera
views and high image resolution provide police personnel
with closer looks for improved situation awareness. Kobra also
offers accessories that support integration with multiple types
of disruptors. During counter-IED and EOD missions, bomb
squads can set up as many as four disruptors at once.

QinetiQ North America

Another UGV manufacturer from Massachusetts, QinetiQ
North America, also supplies tactical robots used by bomb
technicians in the aftermath of the Boston Marathon Bombings.
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The company is headquartered in Waltham, MA, in the heart
of the Bay State’s Route 128 technology corridor. During the
week-long search for suspects behind the bombings, QinetiQ
maintained 24-hour operations in Waltham in case federal,
state, or local law enforcement agencies needed technical
support.
“TALON robots assisted MSP in searching for the Boston
Marathon Bomber,” said Julie Collura, Marketing and
Communications Manager for QinetiQ North America, in an
interview with CST & CBRNE Source Book. “Since then,” she
added, “TALONs have been providing protection and security
to the Boston Marathon at the finish line and along the running
route.” In addition to counter-IED and EOD operations, Collura
continued, TALON robots are used in CBRNE and HazMat
operations. QinetiQ UGVs support integration with detection
instruments from companies such as Smith’s Detection, RAE
Systems, Canberra, FLIR, Raytek, Thermo Scientific, and
Golden Engineering.
The TALON line includes fast, rugged UGVs that were used
at Ground Zero in New York after 9/11 and on the battlefields
of Afghanistan and Iraq, where TALON robots have survived
bridge falls and a bomb blast that destroyed a building. QinetiQ
North America’s latest model, the TALON V, offers a variety of
camera options, including high-definition and dual-purpose
thermal/daytime zoom cameras. The UGV’s heavy-lift, multiple
degree-of-freedom manipulator can be used to open the
doors on trunks and vehicles, making it a valuable addition to
counter-VBIED operations. Additional Talon V features include
improved grip force, new pan/zoom/tilt options, and a tool-less
track tensioner
For state and local bomb squads, the TALON SWAT/MP
model provides strong support for EOD operations. With an
extended reach capacity of seven feet, this UGV features a
two-way hailer that enables two-way audio transmissions at
distances of more than 2,600 feet. In addition to night vision
and thermal cameras, the TALON SWAT/MP can be equipped
with weapons for lethal or less-than-lethal responses. Digital
radio systems support enhanced reception even in cluttered
environments, an important feature in urban settings where
interference can disrupt operations.

Continuing Counter-IED Operations

Bomb squads like the MSP’s Hazardous Devices Unit face new
and emerging threats, but these highly trained professionals
have the tools, technologies, and training to counter them.
Hands-on training from the FBI’s Hazardous Devices School
is instrumental, not just in terms of understanding threats
and protocols, but in using tactical robots under realistic
conditions. By continuing to deliver cutting-edge technologies
for counter-IED operations, including missions with a CBRNE
component, companies like iRobot and QinetiQ are making
a difference not just in Massachusetts, but across the entire
homeland.
CST & CBRNE Source Book would like to thank Sgt. William
P. Qualls, MSP Bomb Squad Commander, and Trooper Cary
Maroni (Retired), now of Lenco Armored Vehicles, for facilitating
the interview with Trooper Cotton, whom we also thank for his
time and his police service.
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Robotic Capability Demo
Members of Louisiana National
Guard’s, 62nd Weapons of
Mass Destruction Civil Support
Team located near Baton
Rouge, Louisiana recently
hosted a demonstration of iRobot
510 PackBot equipped with
an integrated suite of CBRNe
sensors. During a unit situational
training exercise, two PackBots
were able to mirror operations
conducted by members of
the team’s Survey Section.
During this training exercise
the Packbots conducted basic site characterization
of the incident area and made entry into the target
structure to search and identify the threat. “I was
extremely pleased with the speed in which we were
able to employ the Packbot subsequent to our arrival
at the target location. This potentially is a huge force
multiplier in the CBRNe environment as it reduced
the manpower requirements for establishing our

contamination reduction zone.” – MAJ
William Saint, Commander, 62nd WMDCST, LAARNG.
This demonstration provided key
insight into the benefits provided by
a mature, lightweight, unmanned
platform in several facets of the
WMD-CST mission. The complexity
of a two-story structure challenged
the robot as it relates to its ability to
access and make entry via stairwells
and negotiate obstacles that were
present in all areas of the structure.
The Unmanned platform utilized
an assortment of chemical and
radiological sensors that possessed
the capability to detect and identify the unknown
threat that was suspected within the target location.
Members of the WMD-CST community seek to
maximize the use of mature robotic technology in
their efforts to support civil authorities in combatting
Weapons of Mass Destruction.
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CST Focus 21st NJ WMD-CST

MULTI-PURPOSE,

AT THE READY
By LTC George T. Christenson, Commander, 21st WMD-CST

R

amp up of the 21st Civil Support Team (CST), New Jersey
National Guard began in February 2000 as a RAID (Rapid
Assessment and Initial Detection) team. In March 2002, the
RAID team became a Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) light
team and was staffed with traditional drilling guardsman. In March
2004, the CST was officially stood up as a fully-staffed, full-time
22-member squad. At that time, the team deployed to Ft. Leonard
Wood, MO to attend the Chemical Civil Support Course (CCSC) and
in Nov 2005, the 21st CST was certified by Congress as an officially
recognized national CST.

Scenario

Call received from Joint Operations Center (JOC) in Lawrenceville, NJ
by Commander 21st NJ WMD-CST. Notification to all team members
by way of the Communicator Notification System will prompt team
members to contact their supervisors and muster on station at the
designated CST headquarters. Commander 21st CST contacts the
Incident Commander (IC) for a situational report (sitrep) which is then
relayed via mission brief from Commander 21st CST to the entire team
at muster. Armed with the sitrep, an advanced party is dispatched to
link up with the IC at the forward response site, followed by the arrival
of teams main body prepped for initial routing.

Sitrep

Initial analysis of incoming field reports routed through local
emergency response centers to state and federal level response offices
has determined that the threat constitutes a chemical-biological agent
attack delivered by ground in a maintenance facility outside the city of
East Rutherford, New Jersey.
On 14 April 2015, the 21st CST (NJ) responds to support civil
authorities at a domestic chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear
(CBRN) incident site to prevent the catastrophic loss of life or property
by identifying hazards, assessing current and projected consequences,
advising on response measures, and assisting with appropriate requests
for additional support. This scenario was escalated such that 21st CST
recommended activation of the 2nd CST NY Army National Guard
on April 14 and Region II Homeland Response Force (HRF) on the
15th and 16th. This was “no-notice call” for the HRF and initiated a
Deployment Readiness Exercise.
The 21st WMD-CST was requested by East Rutherford Fire
Department to the vicinity of Kelly’s Service Area, East Rutherford, NJ,
to investigate two suspicious vehicles at this location. When the local
police initially investigated these vehicles, vehicle one, a white car, had
an unresponsive male in the car wearing a seatbelt, goggles and gloves.
This vehicle also had the presence of an oily, yellowish green residue
covering the interior of the car. Local police would also discover a box
truck with mist coming out of a side vent. The officers could not help
but notice the smell of rotten eggs or sulfur. After discovering these
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two vehicles, both police officers returned to the Incident Command
Post (ICP). One of the officers would be hospitalized with symptoms
consistent of an irritant. At which time, the IC requested a local
HAZMAT team to investigate and notified the Newark, NJ, FBI Office
to request the Hazardous Evidence Response Team (HERT).

On Scene Analysis and Response

When the 21st CST arrived on the scene, the Incident Commander
requested that entries be made to establish if any hazards existed and
obtain public safety samples. The CST conducted a site recon of these
vehicles and would eventually discover an office complex containing
a lab process. This lab revealed the presence of a volatile mix of four
separate chemicals that are precursors for a blister agent.
After reconstituting, the 21st CST was reactivated by NJ JOC
on April 16, 2015 and dispatched to Metro Fire & Safety Equipment
Company, East Rutherford, NJ. The 21st would relieve the 2nd
CST after a 24 hour operational period. During the IC link up, the
Incident Commander updated the CST on its progress for the last 24
hours, (which the previous CST was able to clear the main building
at this location). The remaining seven buildings would need to be
investigated. The CST would conduct an initial recon of the interior
of these buildings, (interior of buildings numbers 1-4 and 7 were
cleared). Building number 5 had a suspicious substance on a bench
which provided a negative reading with the JCAD (Joint Chemical
Agent Detection), M8/pH and a CAD (Chemical Agent Detection)
pen. Building number 6 contained a lab process with the presence of
a volatile mix of seven separate chemicals that were precursors for an
explosive of RDX (Research Department Explosive).
The 21st CST received notification from the NJ JOC to support a
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Sgt. Nick Lam, 21st Weapons on Mass Destruction Civil Support Team (WMD-CST), New Jersey National Guard, connects
force protection and air monitoring sensors during a full-scale
Homeland Response Force exercise involving units from the
New Jersey and New York Army and Air National Guard at
Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, N.J., 16 April 2015.
(U.S. Air National Guard photo by Master Sgt. Mark C.
Olsen/Released)

strike mission in East Rutherford, NJ. NJSP
identified this location as the residence
for the chemical suicide victim from
April 14, 2015. This strike team, or small
representative unit comprising members
of core elements within the CST mission,
assisted the NJSP in determining if additional
chemical agents were being stored at this
location and potential evidence of future
targets. The strike team located an outside
storage shed containing a clandestine lab and
two ingredients for a possible homemade
explosive (HME).

“Field Safe” Protocols

“We look to exceed the standard set forward
by the CST community by focusing on
the real world and how our skill set and
capabilities would be used to counter a CBRN
threat in real time,” said 2LT Brendon Botley,
Survey Section Team Leader, 21st CST.
“To this end, we look to meet the criteria
set forth by the FBI in activities such as the
collection of intact samples downrange for
test identification.” Some areas of particular
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focus to the CST are in fingerprint gathering,
DNA, and non-CBRN agent sample
collection that can provide key data in the
ongoing investigation of a potentially willful
attack on U.S. interests at home or abroad.
A recent visit by 21st CST personnel to
the National Forensic Science Technology
Center, Largo, FL, for a week-long site
exploitation course enabled CST members
to marry core Army regimentation training
with FBI site exploitation skillsets in
producing greater introspection when it
comes to the effective processing of a CBRN
attack situation.
“There is a lot of information within
any disaster scenario that can only be
collected if the scene is processed prior to any
destruction of offending munitions,” noted
Botley. “Using aspects of Army training
and adhering to trusted FBI protocols for
handling crime scene processing, we are
able to connect the dots if you will on the
potential perpetrator/tools of an attack
without jeopardizing the minimization of
the effects of said attack through effective
munition removal/destruction.”
“For instance, when you’re in a level
A suit, it gets hard to manipulate objects
such as containers which are often picked
up at the top where fingerprints may exist
that potentially belong to the individuals
of interest, indicated Botley. “The problem
with this ‘top grab’ action is that fingerprints
can be smeared by level A suiting, hence,
personnel are now trained to engage objects
by making contact with the bottom only.
In another scenario involving DNA
collection, the CST uses swabs to take
samples that previously were placed in plastic
container were later found to be useless as
heat and humidity had effectively destroyed
the sample’s integrity. To avoid this the
same samples are stored in paper bags. In
situations dealing with electronic media onscene removal, CSTs are tasked with doing so
without bringing contaminated equipment
away from a controlled area. In cases where
intact equipment may yield information
critical to crime scene investigation, personnel
are taught to remove cell phones using
Faraday bags for signal-secure containment
such that no incoming signals can disrupt
data present. Where laptop computers are
concerned, personnel are trained to remove
only the hard drive portions of the equipment,
which have a much smaller footprint and can
be cleaned more quickly than an entire piece
of hardware.

Hurricane Sandy and
Strike Team Evolution

In October 2012, within 72 hrs of the first
effects of Hurricane Sandy on the NJ coast,
an order came down from the New Jersey
National Guard Joint Operations Center,
Homeland Security Center of Excellence,
directing the 21st CST to support relief
operations in the vicinity of the state’s barrier
islands. Due to the destructive nature of
this storm, which caused major power
outages across a wide area of coastline, initial
communications were supported by the
Unified Command Suite to set up Internet
and radio connectivity for the first responders
on scene.
Working jointly with the NJ State
Police and local first responders, the 21st
was involved in supporting relief efforts
of these first responders. “This was the
first time the 21st CST had been called to
respond to something as destructive as a
hurricane,” noted 1SG Steve Katkics, 21st
CST. “Unfortunately, due to the low-lying
location of CST headquarters at the time, a
good deal of equipment being housed there
was temporarily off-line, along with the
building itself, prompting the CST to set up
an alternative HQ on higher ground.”
Perhaps the largest single lesson learned
from the Hurricane Sandy experience from
a CST perspective was the need to become
more modular in structure, and able to
operate in smaller, independent units. During
the hurricane relief operations, much of the
CST was relegated to assisting in singular
operations while other missions of lower
priority were addressed by other entities.
Out of this complex series of emergencies in
different locations came an understanding
as to the need for CSTs to be more flexible in
terms of an ability to break off into smaller
units capable of addressing myriad situations
as well as the team can as a whole.
“From the need to deploy capabilities of
the CST to multiple locations simultaneously
came the strike team methodology where
5-6 person sub-teams representing a number
of key skillset areas of the CST are deployed
to different sites to address shortfalls in
communications, HAZMAT removal,
medical, security, and so.. As with each NY
Giants and Jets home football games, the 21st
commits a survey strike team to support the
NJ State Police (NJSP) to ensure fan safety is
not duplicated, enabling the NJSP to respond
more immediately where and when they are
needed.
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Threat Mitigation

through Perpetual Preparation
Brigadier General Maria R. Gervais received her Regular Army
commission in 1987 as a Distinguished Military Graduate of
the Lander College Reserve Officer Training Corps program in
Greenwood, South Carolina and was assigned to the Chemical
Branch. Her professional military education includes: Chemical
Officer Basic and Advanced Courses, Command and General Staff
College, and United States Army War College where she received
a Master of Military Strategic Studies. She earned a Master of Arts
in Human Resources from Webster’s University and a Bachelor of
Science degree in Biology from Lander College.
She has served in a variety of command and staff assignments
at every level including: Brigade Chemical Officer and
Headquarters Executive Officer, 17th Field Artillery Brigade,
Augsburg, Germany; Platoon Leader and Executive Officer, 11th
Chemical Company, Nelligen, Germany; Battalion Chemical
Officer, 1st Battalion, 227 Aviation Regiment (ATTACK), 1st
Cavalry Division, Fort Hood, Texas; Division NBC Element
Director, Division Headquarters and Headquarters’ Company
Commander, and Brigade Chemical Officer, 101st Aviation
Brigade, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), Fort Campbell,
Kentucky; Joint Chiefs of Staff J5 intern, Pentagon, Policy and
Strategy Directorate, Weapons Technology Control Division and
Systems Integrator for Smoke and Decon Systems, Headquarters
Department of the Army, G3, DAMO-FDB; Executive Officer
to the III Corps G3, Fort Hood, Texas; Operations Officer, 2nd
Chemical Battalion, 13th Corps Support Command; Logistical
Planner and Chief of Operations, 21st Theater Support Command
(TSC), Kaiserslautern, Germany; Battalion Commander, 82nd
Chemical Battalion and Chief of Staff, United States Army
Chemical School and Maneuver Support Center, Fort Leonard
Wood, Missouri; Commander, United States Army Environmental
Command, Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland; Chief of Staff, Iraq
Train and Advise Mission (ITAM) Director, Baghdad, Iraq;
Division Chief for Full Dimension Protection, HQDA G-8,
Pentagon; Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army Cadet
Command and Fort Knox, Fort Knox, Kentucky. She is currently
serving as the 28th Chief of Chemical and the Commandant of the
U.S. Army Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear School.
Interview conducted by CST & CBRNE Editor Kevin Hunter
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BG Maria R. Gervais
Commandant
U.S. Army CBRN School
Fort Leonard Wood, MO

CST & CBRNE: Please explain your role and mission
as Commandant, U.S. Army CBRN School.
BG Gervais: My role and function as Commandant, Fort
Leonard Wood CBRN School, is two-fold. First of all, I serve
as the 28th Chief of Chemical, which means that I oversee
all of the CBRN professionals in the entire Chemical Corps
Regiment, which has about 20,000 personnel. I am also the
Commandant of the CBRN School, and in that role I am
responsible for all of the doctrine, organization, training,
leader development, personnel development, and facilities to
ensure that the Army has a force of CBRN professionals that
are trained, equipped, and ready to operate and survive in a
CBRN environment.
I’ve been in this role since June 2014, and I’ve had time
to ref lect on where we are as an Army and a nation. If you
think about it, after 14 years of combat with an Army that has
been focused in two theaters of combat operations involving
counterinsurgency (COIN), we haven’t had to focus as much
on CBRN and be prepared to operate in a CBRN environment.
As the Army returns from those theaters and resets, I see
right now that we have a great opportunity at the Chemical
Corps and the CBRN School to be an integral player in terms
of resetting the Army to operate in a CBRN environment,
ensuring that it is equipped, and that we are integrating CBRN
into overall training events. Recently with the DoD’s release
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A soldier from the 172nd Chemical Company discusses the capabilities of the Nuclear, Biological, Chemical, Reconnaissance Vehicle with BG Gervais. (U.S. Army CBRN School)

of the Strategy for Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMDs), we are currently going through a lot of the analysis
regarding how the Army is addressing the WMD threat.
Between Army CBRN readiness and countering the WMD
threat, I see this as a great opportunity for us here at the CBRN
School. At the end of the day, CBRN preparedness is one
mission we absolutely must be able to execute, and cannot fail.
CST & CBRNE: How likely do you personally feel are
the chances of some CBRN event occurring that will
require U.S. forces to mitigate the effects?
BG Gervais: To mitigate the effects is one part of the
answer, but if you go back recently and you take a look at what
happened from 2003 to 2012, and what we’re seeing the threat
telling us, we went into Iraq under the auspices of the threat
of WMD. Though we didn’t actually find those, we did find
chemical munitions. And then think about Syria in 2012. So
from what the threat is telling us, the likelihood that we are
going to have to react, and also to be able to prevent WMD
[use]—I see this kind of event occurring in the future. Now on
what scale, that remains to be seen.
Could it be something low-level, as we came across in Iraq,
maybe a lab that was set up? Or maybe something on a larger
scale, for example, something like North Korea. We just have
to be prepared to address all the way from the less complicated
and the simple set-up, to the large scale and nation-state setup
that occurs, whether that’s in the homeland, or abroad.
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CST & CBRNE: Please speak to some of the
integration efforts at the CBRN School to enhance
training.
BG Gervais: That’s a great question. If you go back to the
DoD Strategy for Countering WMD, in order to successfully
counter the CBRN threat, it’s going to require the full weight
of not just Army forces, but also joint forces and state and local
emergency responders as well as the international community
and partners. Our [first] role in support of that mission is
CBRN defense of the force, which we divide into three different
areas.
One, the CBRN School and the Chemical Corps Regiment:
Of all of the services, we have the preponderance of CBRN
professionals. We are also recognized as a DoD Center of
Excellence for Countering CBRN and WMD. One of our goals
that we work very closely with everybody on is being a leader
in CBRN defense, and we advocate across the community
in terms of synchronizing WMD training across the Army
and the joint force. We also see ourselves as the center of
gravity in CBRN defense in countering WMD capability—in
accordance with the Army Operating Concept—and what the
force needs for 2025 and beyond, including what capabilities
we will require. We also play a lead role in the successful
advocacy, resourcing, and execution of current and future
counter-WMD capabilities going forward. From leading,
engaging, and participating in any activities, whether it’s in
the cyber community with federal and local partners or the
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other services, we are very integral in that we need a current
understanding of the environment, threats, and vulnerabilities
that exist. CBRN School leadership has continual discussions
on what is the best way to safeguard the force and to control,
defeat, disable, and dispose of WMDs, as well as to manage the
consequences of a CBRN incident at home or abroad.
The second role that I see us playing is training and
equipping. As you know, training and providing for a ready
force is the role of the Chief of Staff of the Army; [it is also]
a main priority here. All of our training and education cues
are taken from the U.S. Army Operating Concept, “Winning
in a Complex World: 2025 and Beyond.” This concept lays
out and describes the environment that we would have to
operate in. We’re used to knowing what the enemy was like in a
conventional sense. If you look at our force structure, training,
and equipping, we expected that the given was going to be that
we would be contaminated, and a lot of our force structure
was more reactive than proactive. We’re looking at the Army
Operating Concept, and a lot of it is unknown, unknowable,
and always changing. So as we think about those three things,
how do you train, equip, and develop leaders that can operate
in that type of environment, and evolve?
What we’re doing is developing competent leaders and
cohesive teams that are going to thrive in conditions of
uncertainty by getting back to basic skills and competencies, as
well as producing a specialized expert. The number one thing
that we can do is to ensure that we have soldiers and other
servicemembers with the basic skills to survive in a CBRN
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The number one thing that we can do is to ensure that we have
soldiers and other servicemembers with the basic skills to survive in
a CBRN environment.
environment, ensuring the survivability
of the entire force. We have a lot of
expanding missions, including counterWMD, which require characterizing,
identifying, and assessing the threat
before you can decide how to disable
or destroy it. To address this, we’re
carefully balancing our fundamental core
competencies with professionalized CBRN
technical skills to develop a cadre of agile,
adaptive experts that can react to any type
of environment.
We’ve been focusing a lot of our
effort on modernization and doctrinal
development. For example, a force-design
update approved by the Vice Chief of Staff
of the Army on 8 October 2014 is actually
going to convert our CBRN companies
into hazard response companies with
increased capability and capacity. And
in the event of a CBRN incident, we’ll
be able to better address contingency
consequences. We have to evolve as fast as
the technology and the enemy evolves.
The third point is that we are
organizing our CBRN force with increased
capability and capacity, but what makes
the difference on every battlefield we find
is the individual soldier on the ground. It’s
the training and leader development piece
of that which is going to be key because
it’s amazing just how adaptive and agile
our soldiers are when they are put in an
environment that challenges them to
figure out and eliminate the threat. In our
leader development and training here at
the school, we are working to try and gain
access to the leading scientists at places
like Dugway Proving Grounds and some
of our other schools, so they can have
those discussions and experience these
types of events. In many cases, we are
sending our officers and NCOs to combat
training centers that now offer training in
CBRN operations and WMD elimination
missions as part of the overall scenarios.
There’s no greater learning than that
which takes place at the combat training
centers, which provide students with live
rotation training experience.

America’s CBRN Counter-Force maintains chain of custody throughout the sampling process. (U.S. Army CBRN School)

CST & CBRNE: Going forward,
what do you feel is the best way to
prepare for and combat the CBRN
threat?
BG Gervais: In looking at the national
and strategic-level response to the CBRN
threat, it’s going to require a whole of
government response. No single national,
state, or local entity has all the resources
to mitigate a large-scale event. To quickly
assemble and synchronize these multidisciplinary teams with an array of
capabilities, we are going to have to ensure
that we have an effective response. At
the CBRN School, we prioritize training
personnel to be able to confidently execute
Army and CBRN competency across
the range of military operations, and in
doing so provide them with the skills and
knowledge needed to seamlessly work
across the DoD, as well as with civilian and
international partners.
The key to working with the first
responder community is to ensure
our personnel are ready to perform
their job during a CBRN incident. The
process we use to develop, validate, and
institutionalize is CBRN-specific modules
and courses; we use a really deliberate
and anticipatory method in order to
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meet that larger strategic goal. As you
look at our courseware, as with some of
our CBRN equipment, it is designed to
facilitate the continuing needs of both
civilian and military sectors for, during,
and after a CBRN incident. As such, we
partnered with multiple organizations
[to develop guidelines] on mass casualty
decontamination, such as the Department
of Homeland Security and Health and
Human Services. [These were published in
December 2014.] We are also responsible for
providing training for the National Guard
and WMD-Civil Support Teams who
provide the bulk of cross-share information
in the early phases of CBRN response
incidents.
On the international front, we know
that our partners need to have the capability
to react to CBRN events. As such, we have
several engagements with these partners
to help manifest the “prevent, shape, and
win” trifecta. As we see it, if we are able to
help these international partners to react
to a domestic incident at home, then that
could prevent anything happening here,
which reduces our requirement to respond.
In this effort, we presently have more than
100 international students participating
in our professional military education, or
functional training.
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EOD Training

NEUTRALIZING

THE THREAT
The 753rd Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
Company, West Virginia Army National Guard,
is tasked with responding to, neutralizing, and
removing chemical, biological, radiological, and
nuclear hazards whether home or abroad.
By Kevin Hunter, CST & CBRNE Editor

S

tood up in 2004 at 100 percent staffing within the first year,
the 753rd EOD Company West Virginia Army National
Guard (WVARNG) was deployed in 2006 in support of
Operation Joint Guardian in Kosovo and again in 2009 and
2010. The latest deployment was in 2013 to Kuwait for Operation
Enduring Freedom in support of U.S. Central Command in
support of EOD contingency operations throughout theater.
Conducting regular training drills on a quarterly basis, as
much as 75-80 percent of the unit’s personnel live out of state
and come into Camp Dawson, WV to conduct 6-day regimens
involving training with unexploded ordnance (UXO), IEDs, chem/
bio, as well as mandatory Army tasks aimed at keeping personnel
fresh with any current or revised technical and operational
regulations.
On May 6, 2015, elements of the 753rd convened at Camp
Dawson for a “live” training exercise involving various exercises
including depleted uranium and chemical munitions disposal, as
well as standard “hotline” or radiation decontamination (decon)
control station. Over the course of a number of scenario-driven
exercises, EOD personnel conducted operations downrange using
emergency contamination control stations (ECCS) for rapid
radiation decontamination of equipment and personnel.
One mission scenario during the training evolution
involved packaging depleted uranium (DU) munitions as well
as construction and operation of an ECCS for radiation decon
to process personnel through hotline stations or emergency
personnel decontamination stations (EPDS) designed
to render personnel contamination-free from
chem bio contamination agents. In terms of
chemical operations, four basic scenarios
were established for training including two
representing situations involving U.S. and Sovietera Russian chemical munitions set up with active
leak issues. From target determination to threat
containerization, personnel were drilled on the
proper form and function of an EPDS. A key area
of focus was on chemical identification (chem
ID) using hands-on reconnaissance, and x-ray
interpretation to determine the type of ordnance
encountered. EOD personnel also train on rendering safe
chemical IEDs using various disarmament techniques. As in the
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Top: Gross decontamination of a leaking chemical artillery shell (753rd EOD Group)
Bottom: Doffing their protective ensemble in the EPDS following decontamination procedures
(753rd EOD Group)

last scenario, personnel were required to implement a render-safe
procedure on a chemical munition using a leak-seal technique to
defuse and remove the threat using a shaped charge to puncture
the munition and neutralize the chemical agent and package
preparation before processing through a ECCS decon station.
Additional drills were conducted on preliminary downwind
hazard checks and chemical report processing.
“Considering our unit can only train a couple of times a year
on CBRN operations, our soldiers did an outstanding job
of conducting render-safe procedures on chemical
munitions,” said SFC Ben Meinze, Operations
Sergeant, 753rd Ordnance Company (EOD). “This
provided a great technical sustainment refresher
for our more seasoned team leaders and allowed
our up and coming soldiers invaluable training to
hone their skills. Contamination control, whether
through the ECCS or EPDS, is a skill set involving all
personnel in the unit, not just our EOD soldiers.”
From a purely EOD standpoint, recent drill
operations at Camp Dawson involved demolition
procedures conducted at Range 6. Divided into two
areas, neutralization and detonation, chemical munitions not
deemed an immediate explosive threat are handled through a
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Top: EOD Team Leader dismantling a chemical IED Bottom: EOD Team preparing a DU penetrator for transport.
(753rd EOD Group)

process called chemical neutralization
in which the weapon is punctured and
contents are drained into a decon vat.
With more explosively unstable threats,
personnel are trained to conduct explosive
disposal of a leaking chemical munition
which involves the rigging and detonation
of a targeted device. A core area of
training during this recent evolution
involved work neutralizing the threat
posed by depleted uranium (DU) rounds.
In wartime scenarios, ground vehicles
can sustain damage from DU munitions
contaminating vehicles, occupants, and
personnel who come in close proximity
to either. Prior to processing back to a
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maintenance facility, DU rounds need to
be removed before affected vehicles can be
properly decontaminated.

Scenario

Once notified of a suspect chemical round,
753rd EOD leadership would immediately
plot a projected downrange hazard area
for demarcation. With CBRN assets
available, be it battalion, brigade, or task
force headquarters-based, coordination
with these units would begin in earnest
to further define the “hotzone.” Typically,
teams of three-man EOD personnel would
be dispatched to assess the threat and don
appropriate protective ensemble prior to

approach from an upwind location while
maintaining continual communications
with command and control.
Determination as to munition type and
threat capability is made for leak seal and
containment reasons. If round has a fuze,
disarm procedures are implemented prior
to removal which could be neutralization
by leaking or detonation in a controlled
container.
Depending on CONUS or OCONUS
deployed, any chem-bio threats would first
be dealt with by packaging for transport
unless determined to be an explosive
threat. Ideally, technical escort is utilized
to remove the munition. If technical
escort is not available, the EOD team can
dispose of it by detonation, typically in a
five-to-one ratio of explosives to chemical,
or by neutralization by venting/draining
into a decontamination vat.
Once a determination is made as to
the level of explosive hazard the team is
dealing with, a hotline EPDS station is
set up with a “clean” side and “dirty” side
with equipment relegated to the “dirty”
side and personnel the “clean” side. In
single file formation, personnel are moved
through various segments including a
wash station, clothing drop, table, mask
and hood and final rinse. As persons
cross the contamination control line, they
are subject to a final medical check to
ensure no lingering effects can be found.
On the “dirty” side, effected equipment
and tools are processed through in
much the same way with a cleaning and
rinse procedure. Once processing of all
personnel and equipment is complete, the
EPDS site is marked as a contaminated
zone and turned over to designated CBRN
personnel for mass decontamination.
Being National Guard and EOD,
we only have so much time to train
throughout the year, particularly with
mandatory Army training and other
Guard drill requirements to meet. As
such, CBRN training is only once a year
for 6 days for ramping personnel up on
current and new techniques so that we’re
sharp and ensure our skills are honed as
they need to be in case of a real-world
scenario. Key to this is a cross-training
aspect which involves training all
personnel from EOD to support on the
different techniques and procedures from
hazard neutralization to decontamination
to all clear given.
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BRINGING FIELD TO FACILITY

Inert Products’ IED Training Aids
are Setting a New Standard
By Richard Carrick, Director, Inert Products, LLC

B

attlefield Effects are becoming an
increasingly effective tool that adds
to the realism of almost any training
scenario, and Inert Products LLC of Scranton, PA, aims to be a
single-source supplier for any and all of these devices.
Inert continues to improve its offering through research and
development. One of the company’s more recent introductions is
the Scent Generation tool. Don Buza, president of Inert, said the
possibilities of this tool were limitless. “I cannot think of a single
product that will have as much of an impact on future training
scenarios,” he said. “While we focus a lot of our attention on
improvised explosive device (IED) awareness and defeat, scent
can be used to alert personnel to simulated fuel spills, gas leaks,
cadavers, and even vomit. For the first time, scent can be added to
almost any scenario and the adverse effects some of the more vile
scents have on personnel readiness can be identified and trained
for.”
While the initial product line included simple static mockups for recognition training, these aids have grown to include
interactive, immersive, and functional training tools.

Follow Your Nose

The X1 Scent Generator, new for 2015, brings this often unnoticed
sense to the training environment. On the surface, adding scent
may not seem like a major advancement to training, but it may
prove to be one of the most significant to date. For example,
a platoon of soldiers was sent to conduct reconnaissance of a
poultry farm where all the chickens had been dead for days. The
overwhelming scent of rotting birds had rendered the entire
platoon combat ineffective. The X1 Scent Generator can replicate
this scenario in a safe training environment by emitting a
simulated rotting corpse scent, thereby preparing trainees on how
to properly ignore or react to their olfactory sense.
The X1 Scent Generator will undoubtedly be a valued
addition to any CBRNE training scenario, offering trainees the
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ability to safely recognize and react to scents that
were previously unavailable or unsafe to allow in
classrooms and other facilities.
The X1 has also been added to Inert
Products’ existing line of Simulated Homemade
Explosives (HME) and Drug Labs, giving most
first responders and military trainees their
first introduction on the scents that correspond to each
unique situation. For example, HME labs can now simulate
the scents of explosive precursors such as acetone, ammonia,
sulfur, and so forth, and drug labs will come with scents such
as “meth lab” or “marijuana.” The addition of these scents
will significantly increase the speed in which these labs are
recognized and discovered.
The X1 is easy to use as well: Simply open the device, drop
in the scent cartridge of your choice, and set the strength and
duration of the output. The X1 is suitable for indoor training
environments; larger units with more output are available
and suitable for outdoor areas such as stadiums and for field
exercises as well.

Smoke Screen

In addition to the Scent Generator, this year Inert also added
Smoke Generators to its line of products. The X12 Smoke
Generator can be used in numerous training scenarios at a
significant cost saving when compared to smoke grenades and
other commercial-off-the-shelf pyrotechnic devices currently
used to produce smoke.
In addition to scent and smoke generation, Inert offers
a wide array of IED training aids to create custom disaster
scenarios. Replica ordnance, munitions, and weapons; OPFOR
clothing and equipment; inert detonators and switches; and
training kits are available to prepare first responders and
military units. Inert’s products are capable of replicating or
fabricating scenario-driven training aids to meet any quantity
requirement. Inert Products is interested in working with any
entity committed to quality training in an effort to save lives.
More Info: www.inertproducts.com/battlefield_effects
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ECBC Mitigating the Epidemic

Advances in Ebola Fight
T

mass spectrometry system with a Dynex
he U.S. Army Edgewood
nanoflow liquid chromatography pump
Chemical Biological Center
and autosampler. This new equipment
(EDBC) and the U.S. Army
relieves the burden on existing
Medical Research Institute of Infectious
instrumentation and allows for more
Diseases (USAMRIID) are partnering
rapid and thorough analysis. ECBC’s
to hasten progress in the global fight
contribution to USAMRIID’s Ebola
against Ebola. ECBC is working with
research demonstrates how various
USAMRIID on two critical studies—a
organizations team up to provide
vaccine study and a biomarker study—
solutions for the world’s most pressing
that will advance the battle against
challenges.
Ebola.
“It is important for us to support our
Ebola is a rare and deadly disease
DOD partners with this kind of critical
caused by infection with the Ebola
research,” said Jennifer Sekowski, Ph.D.
virus. The largest Ebola outbreak in
of ECBC. “Our goal in creating the Mass
history, which began in December 2013,
(NIAID)
Spectrometry Core Facility in 2013 was
is still ongoing. This disease has a high
Colorized scanning electron micrograph of filamentous Ebola virus particles (blue)
to set up a collaborative resource for all
death rate—to date there have been
budding from a chronically infected VERO E6 cell (yellow-green).
of the DOD. We have the equipment, the expertise, and the necessary
22,000 cases and 9,000 deaths attributed to the most recent outbreak—
safety protocols in place, so we are thrilled to be able to share it with
with no known cure or effective vaccine. ECBC and USAMRIID are
our partners.”
trying to change that.
USAMRIID, the U.S. Department of Defense’s lead laboratory for
More info: ecbc.army.mil
medical biological defense research, summoned the ECBC-U.S. Army
Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense Mass Spectrometry
Core Facility to assist with two of its ongoing Ebola research programs,
characterizing a potential vaccine and identifying biomarkers of
infection.
For the vaccine work, ECBC is analyzing several different
vaccine preparations provided by USAMRIID to quantify VP40
and glycoprotein concentrations expressed in virus-like particles
generated from Ebola (strains Zaire and Sudan). The aim is to monitor
quality control of the vaccine production process and to determine
if a correlation can be made between protective immunity and the
The World's Leading Supplier of
amount of Ebola-specific structural proteins, GP and VP40, that are
Inert Training Products & Services
present. This research is paramount in creating a long-term solution to
including replica weapons, IEDs,
a devastating disease.
ordnance, & explosives.
“Our role was to blindly and independently quantitate the amount
Use code TD2015 when ordering to
of protein present in each vaccine combination. With this information
receive a free t-shirt.
we hope to better understand the varying degrees of protection
observed during the vaccine study,” said Trevor Glaros, ECBC Mass
Spectrometry Core Facility Manager leading the ECBC/USAMRIID
Ebola collaboration.
In addition to vaccine research, ECBC is also supporting
USAMRIID to discover Ebola-specific biomarkers in serum. Scientists
will analyze Ebola-infected serum to discover a protein-based panel of
biomarkers.
“The hope is that this panel of biomarkers will constitute a unique
fingerprint for Ebola infection which can be used to diagnose patients
before symptoms develop,” stated Lisa Cazares, the USAMRIID
researcher leading the project. This would give first responders the
ability to administer the appropriate care and unprecedented ability to
phone: 570-341-3751
track the disease outbreak in real-time. Biological analysis of this scope
www.inertproducts.com
required additional instrumentation that ECBC was able to secure
from their partner, Thermo Fisher Scientific.
Thermo Fisher Scientific loaned ECBC a complete Q Exactive Plus
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TechUpdate
Critical Data on the Go

Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC)
recently released TrackerEM, a webbased data mining tool for emergency
management personnel. Designed
to support quick access to critical
infrastructure data and customized
mapping overlay creation, TrackerEM
specializes in accessing critical data
in locations unfamiliar to responding
organizations. In addition, TrackerEM
software runs in the browser, with no
installation required.
“Responders have a variety of
resources for accessing data in their
local areas,” EVC officials noted, “but
mining data for distant locations
can be extremely time consuming.
TrackerEM allows users to access critical
data anywhere in the U.S. in seconds.
Users have told us that a system like
TrackerEM can reduce site surveys and
overlay development at distant locations
from days to minutes.”
As a direct follow-on to the National
Guard’s Regional and State Online
Resource-Emergency Management
(RaSOR-EM), TrackerEM comes with a
distinguished pedigree. When Google
decided in September 2014 to cease
support for the mapping that was the
basis for RaSOR-EM, EVC stepped
in, adding new mapping support and
releasing it as TrackerEM. EVC officials
note that the functionality, security, and
reliability RaSOR-EM users have come
to expect is fully resident in TrackerEM.
“We were careful to ensure that the
functionality users sought in RaSOR-EM
was brought forward into TrackerEM,
from navigations, to the security users
expect for their data.”
More info: evc.ctc.com

Rugged Handheld I.D.
TechUpdate

The new, all-in-one, RIID from Berkeley
Nucleonics offers customers a rugged
alternative to detachable detectors with
a full suite of new features leveraging
modern cell phone technology. The
renaissance in handheld electronics
(smartphone, PDA, etc.) has led to
tremendous advancements in processing

RIID, Berkely Nucleonics

power, allowing statistical calculations
to be processed at breakneck speed.
In parallel, the processors managing
the spectral collection and isotope
identification can easily handle a myriad
of exciting additional user requirements.
The anticipated list of features ensures
new users and experienced health
physicists alike will enjoy an unmatched
user experience when performing
mission critical tasks. PeakAbout, a free
app that manages the data and reporting
of the SAM 945, boasts a comprehensive
library of 115 isotopes with expansion
possibility to 393 isotopes.
In Radiation Safety, the government
uses the acronym ALARA, meaning
“as low as reasonably achievable.” The
SAM 945 is designed to meet ALARA
standards via use of smart phone
technology. It is always important to be
close enough to the source of radiation
to achieve good statistical data for
measurements. Now, you have the best
of both worlds. With the SAM 945 the
operator can be 20 feet away from the
SAM and the radioactive source. This
goal is easily met when using the SAM
because the smart phone device is easily
removed from the instrument, giving the
user complete control at a safe distance.
Since the smart device is connected via
Bluetooth to the SAM, measurements
and spectrum manipulation can be
performed well within the ALARA
standard.
More info: berkeleynucleonics.com

HAZMAT and CBRNE
Management Software

On May 28th, 2015 in Baltimore,
at the International Association of
Fire Chiefs (IAFC) – International
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Hazardous Materials Response
Teams Conference, Federal Resources
revealed their new Live Operations
Platform for Hazardous Material and
CBRNE response. Commenting on the
announcement, Chris Waier, Director
of Training at Federal Resources said,
“We’ve achieved this in partnership with
D4H Technologies, producers of the #1
information management software for
emergencies and incidents worldwide.”
Managing large-scale operations
and unexpected events using traditional
software, spreadsheets, white-boards,
and paper can prove to be exceptionally
difficult when compiling all information
for both situational awareness and
post-action documentation. It’s critical
to have “The Right Information When
Things Go Wrong”.
Built for HAZMAT and CBRNE
scenarios, this breakthrough adds a
data-driven information management
platform designed to specifically support
those who protect us all. “You need
to make decisions that will withstand
second-guessing, cross-examination,
testimonies, hearings, media-spin,
and investigations”, explains Robin
Blandford, CEO of D4H Technologies.
“If you can demonstrate you had
all the information available to your
organization at the time, you can defend
your decision.” states Blandford. D4H
Technologies’ solutions are deployed in
more than 16 countries, driving over
15 million hours of efficiencies within
public-safety, industrial facilities, and
corporate crises.
More info: IAFC.org

Trace Detection Advances

Bruker’s high-performance scientific
research instruments and high-value
analytical solutions enable scientists
to explore life and materials at
molecular, cellular and microscopic
levels. For half a century, Bruker has
been enabling innovation, productivity
and customer success in life science
molecular research, applied and pharma
applications, and in microscopy, nanoanalysis and industrial applications,
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TechUpdate
as well as cell biology, preclinical imaging, clinical research,
microbiology and molecular diagnostics.
Bruker Corporation announced that it has secured a
contract for the supply of one hundred units of the DE-tector™
explosives trace detection (ETD) system for use at selected
airports in Germany, including the International Frankfurt
Airport (FRA). This contract award followed the DE-tector
system having successfully met the new European Civil
Aviation Conference’s (ECAC) Common Evaluation Process of
Security Equipment (CEP) for airport checkpoint screening of
passengers and baggage. The DE-tector was the first Europeanbuilt explosives trace detection instrument to pass the
demanding ECAC testing protocol, established to set standards
for the performance of security equipment across the forty four
member nations of ECAC.
Dr. Norbert Kloepper, Head of the Bruker Detection
Division ETD business, remarked: “Following an international
tender, we are very pleased that the Germany Ministry of the
Interior has selected Bruker’s DE-tectorsystem, as well as our
proposal for service and support. We are looking forward to
delivering the systems and meeting our client’s expectations.”
The DE-tector is a benchtop explosives trace detection
instrument based on Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS). Using a
patented, non-radioactive HEPI™-source, the DE-tector lowers
administrative and compliance burden on our customers
significantly. Thanks to pioneering developments in IMS, this
new system provides exceptional trace detection capabilities
whilst maintaining low false alarm rate. An intuitive ‘traffic
light’ user interface and minimized user interaction resulting
from the incorporation of automatic calibration, along with
a 12-month maintenance cycle, reduces the cost of training,
maintenance and operation.

detection and strengthen mission support.”
Under this program, 908 Devices will subcontract with
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH)
along with other commercial entities and national laboratories.
Professor J. Michael Ramsey, Goldby Distinguished Professor
of Chemistry at UNC-CH and collaborators initially developed
HPMS technology under funding from the Defense Advanced
Research Agency (DARPA), Department of Energy (DOE) and
DTRA.
More info: 908devices.com
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TechUpdate

908 Devices, a supplier of purpose-built devices for chemical
analysis, has announced award of a contract valued up to $11.5
million by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA)
for the development of advanced chemical detection devices
powered by High-Pressure Mass SpectrometryTM (HPMS)
technology.
Under this development program, 908 Devices will
integrate Gas Chromatography (GC) with its core HPMS
technology creating a compact, lightweight chemical detection
device that will provide warfighters with broader and more
advanced analysis capabilities downrange.
“We are honored to receive this contract from DTRA and
support their mission to better equip our U.S. warfighters
with improved threat detection capabilities,” said Dr. Kevin
Knopp, President and CEO, 908 Devices. “Today’s responders
are faced with a wider array of threats than ever before, and
as the mission expands so must the toolkit. We believe the
development of new product variants based on our core HPMS
technology platform will play a key role in the future of threat

JPEO-CBD Medical Countermeasures

Taking Fight to the Field
CST & CBRNE interviewed Colonel Russell Coleman, Joint Project Manager-Medical Countermeasure Systems, JPEO-CBD, Aberdeen, MD,
regarding current and ongoing efforts to provide definitive solutions in the fight against Ebola and other field medical challenges.
Interview by CST & CBRNE Editor Kevin Hunter

CST & CBRNE: What was the
contribution of the Joint Project
Manager-Medical Countermeasure
Systems (JPM-MCS) to DoD’s
response to the Ebola crisis in
West Africa?
COL Coleman: From the initial
discovery of the outbreak, JPM-MCS
assisted in the nation’s response through
proactively coordinating with both
internal and external stakeholders,
by contributing our resources based
on years of medical countermeasure
development, and by identifying
both regulatory and contracting
paths to expedite delivery of medical
countermeasures where they were
needed.
CST & CBRNE: Were there existing
programs in place that helped
JPM-MCS respond to the crisis?

COL Coleman: Programs such as JPMMCS are designed to protect military
members, but they do not operate in
an information stovepipe. The focus
of our efforts is our servicemembers,
who are likely to be forward-deployed
in areas where disease is more
common. However, the products
we produce are FDA-approved and
therefore could be used in a public
health response. That response is the
purview of the Department of Health
and Human Services, with which MCS
continuously exchanges information
about products in development and
plans for future programs.
CST & CBRNE: What were
the biggest obstacles your
organization faced in responding
to the crisis?

COL Coleman: The drug development
process is not one that lends itself
to fast-moving targets. The lessons
COL Coleman: Yes. As a matter of
learned from years of experience have
fact, Sierra Leone’s first case in the
provided a validated method to ensure
2014 outbreak was confirmed by a prequality and safety. The challenge we
Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
face in a crisis is how to continue to
assay distributed by JPM-MCS’ Critical
ensure quality and safety of products as
Reagents Program. A collaborative
mandated by the FDA while still being
effort involving the DoD, international
responsive to the emergent need. We
organizations, and nongovernmental
met this challenge by working with the
organizations made it possible to
U.S. Navy LT Andrea McCoy tests a patient sample for the Ebola virus at
a Naval Medical Research Center mobile laboratory in Liberia. (U.S. Army
FDA to secure EUAs for our diagnostics
pre-position resources that enabled
Africa/CDC)
and emergency Investigational New
the host nation to rapidly respond to
Drug disbursements for our therapeutics. We have worked closely
events. These partnerships helped set a precedent for successfully
with other government agencies to respond to the challenge and
responding to a crisis.
feel that the steps taken during the Ebola outbreak in West Africa
The JPM-MCS has been focused on this possibility since
were beneficial and will provide a template for the future.
2010 [and has been] developing medical countermeasures against
emerging infectious diseases. These include tools for detection,
CST & CBRNE: From a medical countermeasure
drugs for treatment, and vaccines for protection.
development perspective, what is the most important
lesson learned from the Ebola outbreak?
CST & CBRNE: How do programs intended to protect
military members from biological weapons translate
COL Coleman: The most important lesson learned is how
to public health response, and how does public health
impressive natural events are. The humbling effects of nature
response inform medical defense against weapons of
continue to remind us that we all need to work together, with a
mass destruction?
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JPEO-CBD Medical Countermeasures

The Ebola virus spread rapidly from 2014-2015, claiming more than 10,000 lives. (U.S. Army
Africa/CDC)

single purpose, if we wish to stem the tide of these types of
events. There is no single agency that has all the required
resources to confront a situation like this outbreak. As such,
this incident underlined the importance of communication and
partnering across the federal government. The wisdom of Ben
Franklin is not lost in today’s world: “We must all hang together,
or assuredly we shall all hang separately.”
CST & CBRNE: Are you considering ways to incentivize
pharmaceutical companies to more actively participate
in JPM-MCS programs and medical countermeasure
development?
COL Coleman: We are always looking for ways to partner
with industry.. It is imperative that we continue to bring these
innovators and drug developers to the table so we can continue
doing the work we do for our servicemembers.
We do realize there is limited incentive for private industry to
proactively develop response tools, whether they are diagnostics,
therapeutics, vaccines, or other related equipment. I hope we
begin to see a shift in the near future as JPM-MCS will begin
using a contract option that has not traditionally been used
within our organization. We are looking forward to using
the “other transaction” authority provided to DoD to develop
agreements with industry. This agreement provides flexibility
to industry that a traditional Federal Acquisition Regulationbased contract does not. This flexibility does come with its own
set of rules to ensure taxpayer funds are properly used to deliver
products. It should be noted that this agreement will not change
our absolute requirement for FDA-approved products.
As we consider additional opportunities for industry to
partner with us, we will continue to make every effort to ensure
we follow the spirit and letter of the law in all of our contracting
actions. As always, we encourage our industry partners to
participate in the Aberdeen Proving Ground Advanced Planning
Briefings to Industry held in November and events such as
the JPM-MCS Industry Day, which is planned for 15 June in
Philadelphia.
CST & CBRNE: Is there a concern that drug-resistant
bugs may be transferred to select agents (biological
warfare agents)? Are you working on anything to
address this threat?
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COL Coleman: There has been an increase in the news
identifying the growing threat of drug-resistant bacteria.
These “superbugs” pose a danger to all of us. The risk that the
mechanisms of drug resistance may find their way into the
select agents is something of which we are aware. In the same
way that we prepared early for Ebola, JPM-MCS has identified
this potential, and we have initiated a program to address this
threat. We have not done this in a vacuum or an echo chamber.
We have had consultative meetings with other agencies across
the government to ensure that we do not duplicate efforts. The
problem, however, is significant, and we firmly believe there is no
single agency within the U.S. or globally that can solve this issue
on its own. So we continue to work aggressively as part of the
overall American preparation and response, keeping the focus on
doing quality work.
CST & CBRNE: Is there anything else you would like to
add?
COL Coleman: I would like to reiterate that JPM-MCS
is successful because we continue to have good working
relationships with our partners and stakeholders; we are focused
on developing medical countermeasures that are safe and
effective; and we continue to seek and find innovative ways to
attract industry partners.
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LRAD Loud Enough!

Saving Lives
with Clear Communication
By Robert Putnam, LRAD Corporation

C

BRNE, HAZMAT, and other disasters create significant
challenges for government agencies tasked with ensuring the
public’s safety. Until recently, voice communication has been
an afterthought for most mass notification systems. While the vast
majority of emergency warning installations sound sirens to indicate
danger, most are incapable or severely limited in their ability to
broadcast specific and potentially lifesaving voice messages over large
areas.
Reverse 911 calls, automated voice and text messages, and other
emergency communications only work if directories are constantly
updated and the public opts in. To augment emergency warning
protocols, a new generation of life safety systems that are loud and
capable of broadcasting both warning sirens and highly intelligible
voice messages are essential for CBRNE mass notification.

ONE VOICE for Mass Notification & Communication

LRAD Corporation’s omnidirectional mass notification systems
combine audibility with exceptional voice intelligibility. LRAD ONE
VOICE systems substantially outperform FEMA and UFC audibility
and voice intelligibility standards with a 0.95 speech transmission
index (STI) measurement, almost doubling the FEMA and U.S.
military STI standard of 0.5.
Unlike the severely limited voice quality of siren-centric
installations, LRAD ONE VOICE systems broadcast warning sirens
and voice messages 360 degrees with exceptional longevity, reliability,
and vocal clarity locally and over large areas (from 75 meters up to 5.3
sq. kilometers).
Self-contained and non-reliant on external power or
communication infrastructure, LRAD life safety systems enable
authorities to communicate multilingual warnings and lifesaving
instructions that are simultaneously heard and clearly understood over
wind, traffic, engine and background noise, even inside buildings and
vehicles.

Superior Incident Communications

After CBRNE and HAZMAT incidents occur, small groups or
several thousand people may be affected. Bullhorns, megaphones,
and portable P.A. systems are limited in range, vocal clarity, and
effectiveness. First responders and incident commanders need
communications equipment that offers flexible broadcast coverage,
greater vocal intelligibility, and ensures warnings, notifications,
directions, and instructions are heard and clearly understood.
Long Range Acoustic Device systems provide incident
commanders and first responders with the vital capability of clearly
communicating highly intelligible information to personnel,
individuals, and large populations locally and over large areas.
Ground-based and helicopter-mounted LRAD systems mobilize
emergency communications by broadcasting critical information in
multiple languages. By providing real-time information on emergency
actions being implemented, LRAD broadcasts help calm civilian panic
associated with CBRNE events.
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LRAD-equipped commanders can rapidly notify at risk personnel,
establish safety zones, and direct appropriate response, recovery, and
quarantine operations, including delivering unambiguous instructions
to response personnel regarding hot zone evacuation routes and
implementing decontamination procedures. Using LRAD systems
to broadcast pre-recorded decontamination instructions speeds the
decontamination process, alleviating responders from having to
repeatedly communicate the same instructions and instead focus on
performing lifesaving decontamination procedures.

Communicate Anytime, Anywhere

LRAD systems come standard with a hardened MP3 control module
for volume control, warning siren activation, and playing pre-recorded
messages, and an all-weather microphone for live broadcasts and to
record messages on the fly. All module controls are easily operable in
MOPP 4 gear and LRAD broadcasts are heard and clearly understood
through voicemitters.
LRAD systems go anywhere communication is needed. From
the hand-portable LRAD 100X to larger systems temporarily or
permanently mounted on stands, vehicles, trailers, or helicopters, all
LRAD systems feature optimized driver and waveguide technology
to ensure every broadcast cuts through rotor wash, engine, wind,
traffic, and crowd noise. Rugged, self-powered, portable, and
rapidly deployable, LRAD systems provide a critical, lifesaving
communications capability before, during, and in the aftermath of
CBRNE, HAZMAT, and other disasters.

About LRAD Corporation

LRAD Corporation designs, manufactures and markets advanced
mass notification and Long Range Acoustic Device systems to save
lives on both sides of its proprietary products. LRAD systems are in
service in more than 70 countries around the world.
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First Response UAVs and Wildfires

Battling
the Blaze

Can UAVs suppress wildfires?
By George Jagels, TDM Correspondent

O

ver several days in January, a bushfire around the
western Australian town of Bullsbrook burned over 7,000
hectares, threatening hundreds of homes and causing
major evacuations in the northern suburbs of Perth. As regular
and volunteer firefighters from the Department of Fire and
Emergency Services (DFES), Western Australia, worked to
contain the blaze, the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (Australia’s
FAA equivalent) granted a Night Operations Exemption to the
department for the operation of a small unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) to assist in assessing the fire at night.
“As a tool for the incident management team, we provided
access to near real time, night fire surveillance,” explained
Tim Hand, Chief Controller-Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for
Heliwest, a privately owned Australian aviation services
company contracted by the DFES. Hand further noted that “this
intelligence was not previously available as safety requirements
ground manned aviation assets through hours of darkness.”
All the intelligence gathered by the UAV—Heliwest uses
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Lockheed Martin’s Indago equipped with an infrared (IR)
gimbal for night operations—is broadcast to the incident control
point where emergency services can dissect information in real
time and help prepare fire crews for the next day’s operations.
This operation was not a singular event; Heliwest has a regular
relationship with DFES as an aerial surveillance contractor.
According to Hand, the UAV capability was “a progression of this
capability.”

Filling the Gaps

The Australian case is not unique. The U.S. Department of
Forestry has tested UAVs for fire surveillance, while the Oregon
Department of Forestry deployed a roughly $2,000 hobbyist
drone this summer to provide better visibility of wildfires. In
2013, the California National Guard used a Predator UAV to help
firefighters map a massive blaze in the eastern portion of the
state.
Given that fire departments and other emergency services
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First Response UAVs and Wildfires

The Ariel demonstrator by Drone America. The company plans on building a full-size prototype in
the coming years. (Drone America)

(LMCO)

(LMCO)

have access to air assets, why would UAVs be particularly
valuable? As unmanned platforms become more reliable and less
costly, conversations with potential buyers and sellers of these
platforms often consider the following:
Reconnaissance and assessment: Wildland firefighting
requires intelligence and surveillance for commanders to
efficiently use their resources over a wide area. UAVs provide
a quick view from above—or, in the case of larger systems, a
persistent view—and beam information directly to decision
makers.
Information gathering: With improved communications
gear as well as command and control software, incident
commanders can use UAVs for real-time mapping of a fire—
including projections of its future path. New sensors can also
assess brush and still smoldering debris.
Continuous operations: Night flying for fire suppression and
assessment is all but prohibited in some countries (including the
U.S. and Australia), and UAVs can continue surveillance of an
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active fire when manned aircraft are grounded.
Risk avoidance: UAVs offer the chance to provide increased
perspective with less risk, similar to how police use ground
robots for defusing bombs or managing hostage situations.
Fire departments, like the military before them, may find
the benefits UAVs offer—potential improved communications,
greater situational awareness, and increased surveillance
times—too great to ignore, particularly in the wild fire arena.
Most air assets do not have the capability to share information
with command centers; currently, a fire officer on a helicopter
will radio what he or she sees. Moreover, incident commanders
must map where they predict the fire will be at daybreak. Winds,
among other factors, change quickly, and 12-hour lead times are
far from ideal.
Regardless of the UAV’s size (the Indago is a five-pound
quadrotor) and whether it is used for tactical or wide-area
information gathering, sensor systems are in many ways the
critical element. “The ability to get over a fire, even at night, and
use the IR capability and help deliver suppressant is critical,”
stressed Jay McConville, director of business development for
Lockheed Martin Unmanned Integrated Systems. IR cameras
can detect hotspots where the fire is still burning. A Virginiabased wildfire fighter shared with UTS that the Oakland Hills
Fire of 1991, for example, spread because the initial fire was not
fully extinguished. Having a tactical UAV with an IR camera
might have alerted the firefighters to the hotspot before the blaze
reignited.
Other useful sensors include light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) to assess fuel buildup, electro-optics (EO) to detect light
and movement, and, potentially, adapted gas meters to detect
what’s in the air.
Systems like Indago can be deployed by teams near the fire
within a few minutes and begin data collection immediately.
However, if firefighters want true integration of UAVs into their
operations—more than just a video feed to the controller of
the small UAV—more work will have to be done. “Integration
is not just about putting the unmanned aerial system (UAS)
into the air and getting to work,” Hand told UTS. “In an aerial
intelligence capacity, it is about what data is gathered, how the
data is distributed, who interprets the data, [and] what decisions
are made. All of this is occurring before there can be a targeted
engagement of the fire based on the UAS intelligence.”
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First Response UAVs and Wildfires

A Kaman/Lockheed Martin K-Max unmanned cargo helicopter demonstrates firefighting capability in Owego, NY. (LMCO)

A plethora of command and control software programs for
this purpose exist, and Hand and others stressed that providing
situational awareness to maximize firefighting resources is the
principal near-term use of firefighting drones. However, now
there is interest in moving UAVs beyond surveillance and into fire
suppression.

Suppression by Drone

Since 2006, Drone America, a Reno, NV-based unmanned vehicle
platform manufacturer, has been developing an unmanned
seaplane, the Ariel, designed for various public safety roles,
including fire suppression. Mike Richards, the president and
CEO, explained that after Hurricane Katrina, the company began
refining their already existing concept of a life raft dispensing
UAV that could land on water. “[We saw potential for] a search and
rescue vehicle that could come in following a storm and deliver aid
and multiple self-inflating life rafts at a time… Seventy percent of
the world is covered in water and in a disaster area runways might
be impaired by debris.”
Richards began thinking about the potential use of UAVs in
mitigating fires. With the amphibious landing capability, the
Ariel could land on a lake, take on water, and drop the water on
a fire. According to his current plans, the Ariel will use imported
National Oceanic and Atmospheric (NOAA) lightning strike
information to fly on autopilot to the strike zones, detect using
airborne thermal imaging cameras and put out initial stage fires
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quickly. “Whether manned or unmanned, you can map the fire,
but you can’t attack it when the sun goes down. And that’s a big
frustration,” Richards explained.
Currently, the Ariel is a demonstrator capable of carrying only
a 20-gallon load. Richards said Drone America has “kept it around
as a salivation machine so people can see unmanned systems can
work in mitigating fires.”
Richards explained that the company must secure private
funding to move to a full-size prototype capable of a 1,000 gallon
payload. The question is about profitability. “What’s the bottom
line that’s going to drive someone owning an unmanned system?”
Richards asked. Last year, Drone America, in conjunction with
three universities, won a National Science Foundation award for
research on emergency services-related UAVs. The company has
the commercialization rights for this research.
Lockheed Martin recently demonstrated its multi-platform
firefighting capability at Owego in upstate New York. “The
future,” according to McConville, “is UAS working together using
advanced autonomy and a common control architecture.” In the
demonstration, an unmanned K-Max heavy-lift helicopter filled
a water bucket and precisely dumped it on a fire after receiving
hotspot data gathered from an Indago.
The K-Max, originally built by Kaman as a manned platform
for operations such as logging, was modified as an autonomous
unmanned cargo helicopter for use by the Marine Corps in
Afghanistan. The system flew over 2,000 sorties in theater,
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First Response UAVs and Wildfires
Next Steps: Regulations

A Lockheed Martin Indago prepares to take off on a night mission to assist firefighters in Australia.
(HeliWest)

including night operations. “It has the capability to deliver the
suppressant or logistical equipment to the firefighting operation,”
McConville said. He added that the helicopter was built for use in
remote environments, like those where wildfires often occur, and
thus has minimal maintenance requirements.
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Wildfires, as well as suburban and urban fires, demand quick
response. UAV manufacturers have built systems that can be
deployed from a backpack or truck in just a few minutes. Yet the
authority to put these aircraft in the air is slow in coming. The FAA
has been issuing more certificates of authorization for UAVs in recent
months, but the restrictions, according to some emergency services
personnel, are still too great for drones to be of much use in a onehour building fire, for instance.
Larger systems likely face greater hurdles. McConville and Hand
agreed that the K-Max is ready to do fire suppression missions today,
but the FAA regulations currently in place still require waivers and
exemptions. This also concerned Richards, whose need for private
investment to build and market the full-size Ariel would seem to
demand certainty from regulatory authorities.
Hand noted that manned aviation did not develop overnight.
“Effective use of UAS could, however, take some western countries
and agencies three to five years to achieve,” he stressed. “Millions or
billions will be spent, much of it misguided. The success stories will
come from mature systems, employed fit for task, by operators that
understand the broad picture and operational integration. Lessons
will be learnt the hard way; however, the rate of knowledge gain will
be rapid. It took manned aviation a solid 60 years to mature; as for
UAS, in the modern world, we will be at a comparable developmental
point within five to seven years.”
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Infrastructure Protection Pipeline Security

PIPELINE SECURITY:

PROTECTING THE FLOW
Petroleum pipelines are critical infrastructure that face physical threats and cyber attacks.
By Steve Melito, S&BP Correspondent

G

rowing demand for hydrocarbons, the discovery of
new petroleum reserves, and advances in crude oil and
natural gas extraction technologies are fueling pipeline
construction worldwide. Networks of above ground and buried
pipelines connect countries and cross continents while helping
to power economies that depend upon a steady supply of fossil
fuels. Gathering lines, feeder lines, and transmission lines are
all part of these networks, and vary in terms of pipe sizes and
materials of construction. Often, however, pipelines are made of
carbon steel or corrosion-resistant plastic.
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT),
pipelines are the statistically safest way to move large volumes
of flammable substances across the country. This is important
to note since North America has the world’s longest lengths of
both crude oil and natural gas pipelines. In the United States
alone, more than 90,000 miles of liquid petroleum pipelines
crisscross the continent. Conduits for natural gas, which consist
of both main lines and smaller service lines, cover 2.4 million
miles and can connect directly to homes and businesses.
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Canada, home to the resource-rich Athabasca Oil Sands, has
the world’s third-largest pipeline span – smaller than Russia’s,
but larger than China’s. As demand for fuel oil, natural gas,
and petroleum products continues to grow, however, industry
analysts predict that pipeline networks in the Asia-Pacific
region could rival those of Europe and the Middle East. For
security experts then, pipeline security is now a global issue.
Threats range from bomb blasts to cyber attacks, and have the
power to cripple national economies.

Cyber Attacks and Cold War History

Recent incidents involving pipelines and pipeline companies
show how operators face a spectrum of threats. For example,
from December 2011 through June 2012, over 20 U.S. pipeline
operators were the targets of cyber attacks. Using a technique
known as “spear-fishing”, cyber spies linked to China’s military
tried to trick pipeline personnel into opening e-mails with
malicious links or file attachments that would let the attackers
inside company networks. The supervisory control and data
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acquisition (SCADA) systems that many pipelines use for the
remote control of equipment are a potential target.
“Anyone can blow up a gas pipeline with dynamite,”
explained William Rush, a retired scientist formerly with the
Gas Technology Institute, a non-profit organization for energy
research and development. “But with this stolen information,”
he told the Christian Science Monitor, “if I wanted to blow up
not one, but 1,000 compressor stations, I could”. Instead of
moving a physical attacker into position and detonating a single
point along a pipeline, a cyber adversary could disable multiple
SCADA systems or cause pipeline equipment to malfunction
system-wide and to the point of destruction.
An alleged incident from the Cold War provides such an
example. In October 1982, U.S. infrared satellites detected what
Thomas C. Reed, a defense advisor to President Ronald Reagan,
called “a bizarre event out in the middle of Soviet nowhere.”
An explosion, reported to be one-seventh the magnitude of
the atomic bombs dropped on Japan during World War II,
vaporized part of the Soviet Union’s Trans-Siberian Pipeline, a
newly-built conduit for shipping natural gas to western Ukraine.
As Reed explains in his 2005 book, At the Abyss: An Insider’s
History of the Cold War, the Soviets had sought “sophisticated
control systems” to automate 42 compressor stations in the
2,800-mile pipeline. The U.S. refused to sell the software,

however, so the Soviets planned to steal code from a Canadian
company. The CIA was alerted in advance, and the software was
modified before its receipt in the Soviet Union.
As Reed explains, “the pipeline software that was to run the
pumps, turbines, and valves was programmed to go haywire,
after a decent interval, to re-set the pump speeds and valve
settings to produce pressure far beyond those acceptable to
the pipeline joints and valves.” The Cold War may be over,
but pipelines in the former Soviet Union and beyond remain
vulnerable.

Global Incidents and Critical Infrastructure

In October 2013, much of Syria lost electricity after a natural
gas pipeline that fed a major power station was attacked. In
November 2014, militants in Yemen interrupted the Safer-Ras
Issa pipeline, the main conduit for carrying crude oil from
the country’s Marib fields to terminals on the Persian Gulf.
Across the globe in Colombia, guerillas celebrated a December
2014 assault on a Pacific coast pipeline that can carry 85,000
barrels per day. Members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) struck pipelines 136 times from January to
November last year.
In Ukraine, a June 2014 pipeline blast was blamed on Russia
and pro-Russian separatists. According to Ukraine’s Interior
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Minister, Arsen Avakov, residents in the central part of the
country “heard two big bangs before the explosion, which could
indicate they were deliberate explosions”. The Urengoy-PomaryUzhgorod pipeline is the main conduit for the natural gas that
Russia sells to the European Union. Gas flow to the EU was not
disrupted, but the Interior Ministry condemned the incident
as “an act of terrorism”. As the West continues to monitor the
situation in Ukraine, policymakers would do well to consider
not just pipeline safety, but pipeline security.
Typically, however, decision makers think about pipelines
in other ways. For example, in the United States, debate about
the proposed Keystone XL pipeline is focused largely on the
economy and environment. Opponents of the proposed 1,700mile pipeline from Alberta, Canada to the Texas coast worry
that an oil spill would harm wildlife and pollute water supplies.
Proponents of the project claim that pipeline construction
would create jobs, and that U.S. industry would benefit from
easier access to Canadian oil. Although Keystone XL would
pass through remote parts of the continent that could be
hard-to-secure, pipeline security is largely absent from public
discussion.
This is a significant omission because pipelines are critical
infrastructure. According to the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), critical infrastructure consists of “assets,

systems, and networks” that, if destroyed or incapacitated,
“would have a debilitating effect on security, national economic
security, national public health or safety, or any combination
thereof.” Through Presidential Policy Directive 21 (PPD-21),
DHS has defined 16 critical infrastructure sectors. Oil and gas
pipelines are specifically part of the Energy Sector, but also
affect related sectors such as Chemical, Transportation, Critical
Manufacturing, and the Defense Industrial Base.

TSA Guidelines and Pipeline Reporting

Under the provisions of 2001 legislation established in the
aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA), originally part of DOT, was
given statutory authority over oil and gas pipelines, which are
considered a mode of transportation. To fulfill this mandate,
TSA formed the Pipeline Security Division within what is now
the Office of Transportation Sector Network Management
(TSNM). Today, TSNM’s Pipeline Security Guidelines provide
what the DHS agency calls “explicit recommendations for
pipeline industry security practices”.
TSA’s most recent Pipeline Security Guidelines cover
corporate security programs and planning, risk analysis and
criticality, facility security, cyber asset security, and National
Terrorism Advisory System threat level protective measures.
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Oil pipeline pumping stations, such as this one in northeastern Colorado, often lack physical
security beyond barbed wire fences. (Greg Goebel)

Syncrude’s Mildred Lake plant in Alberta, Canada represents a significant investment for the oil
producer. (Eigenes Werk)

These guidelines also describe recurring actions such as
training and evaluation. As guidelines, they do not impose
mandatory requirements on pipeline operators; however,
TSA recommends and encourages their implementation. This
includes pipelines that move hazardous chemicals and natural
gas, as well as crude oil and other petroleum products.
In developing the Pipeline Security Guidelines, TSA received
input from various pipeline operators and trade associations.
This public-private cooperation continues today through the
Transportation Security Operation Center (TSOC). Pipeline
operators contact TSOC to report suspicious fires or explosions,
actual or suspected physical attacks, and bomb threats.
Pipeline operators also contact TSOC in the event of an actual
or suspected cyberattack that could impact pipeline SCADA
systems or enterprise-wide IT assets that contain confidential
information.
Pipeline companies are also advised to report the theft
of uniforms, employee credentials, or company vehicles that
attackers could use to access secure areas. Suspicious inquiries
about pipeline operations are also reported to TSOC, as are
instances where suspicious persons are engaged in photography
or surveillance of pipeline systems. Finally, applicants for
security-related positions at pipeline companies are screened
carefully. Once hired, pipeline security personnel are trained
thoroughly and evaluated regularly.

these virtual microphones receive are converted into a graphical
display that security personnel can view. Some systems even
present real-time data on map with location coordinates.
OptaSense, a subsidiary of the global defense contractor
QinetiQ (Farnborough, Hampshire, United Kingdom), supplies
DAS systems that are used to protect 11,000 kilometers of
pipeline worldwide. According to the OptaSense website, the
company’s pipeline integrity management system provides a
“holistic approach” that includes leak detection, third-party
intrusion detection, seismic monitoring, asset condition
monitoring, and pig tracking. Pigs are devices that inserted into
a pipeline to perform inspection and maintenance operations
without stopping the product flow.
DAS technology from OptaSense uses algorithms that can
identify potentially threatening activities such as vehicle traffic
or digging, and that filters-out sounds from nearby farming or
industrial operations. Closed circuit audio of the pipeline then
provides information that can be shared with SCADA or other
command and control systems. Actionable data can also cue
or prompt surveillance systems such as cameras or unmanned
aerial vehicles. Through Web-based reporting, pipeline
operators can view threat information in real-time.

Pipeline Security Technologies

Pipeline owners understand the importance of continuous
monitoring and surveillance, not just for leak detection but
for potential threats. Today, pipeline security technologies
include ground surveillance in vehicles and on foot, aerial
surveillance with helicopters and small airplanes, and various
electronic measures. Closed circuit television security cameras
can be effective, but images need to be seen in real-time instead
of after an incident occurs. Radar is effective for long-range
surveillance, but equipment costs and power requirements are
significant.
Today, some pipeline companies have deployed a newer
technology called distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) for
pipeline monitoring. Attaching DAS equipment to the end of
a standard fiber optic cable creates an acoustic array of sound
sensors along the length of the fiber. Using sonar-processing
techniques gained from the U.S. military, sounds captured by
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Vigilance and Cooperation

Historically, damage caused by excavation is the leading
cause of most serious pipeline failures in the United States.
According to DOT’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA), other leading causes of failure
include corrosion, faulty materials or welds, equipment
malfunctions, and incorrect operation. There are numerous
incidents of pipeline explosions across the U.S., but none are
related to terrorist activity. Yet the fact remains that petroleum
pipelines represent potential targets.
Pipeline security technologies such as DAS have an
important role to play, but vigilance and cooperation are
also important. For example, the Downstream Natural Gas
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (DNG ISAC), an
American Gas Association (AGA) platform for sharing threat
intelligence, preceded and will supplement a 13 February 2015
Executive Order that supports an expanded role for DHS.
“Information sharing,” said AGA President and CEO Dave
McCurdy, “is a fundamental pillar of a robust cyber and
physical defense effort”.
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